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To save my ex, I’ll have to return to the place we began. But I fear my new love might not be willing to stick around when I do. Nia
Rivers spent her immortal life—what she can remember of it—uncovering and recording the horrors of the past to prevent the
genocide of humans. Now, she’ll have to unearth her own beginning to prevent someone else’s end. Zane may have ended their
relationship, but Nia’s not willing to let him die, even if her fledgling relationship with Tres may suffer because of it. Digging up
clues to the fabled garden where the immortals began is no easy task, but Nia follows the clues into the rainforests of Central
America. In the heart of the modern Mayan world, she reunites with the Balam, jaguar shifters whose ancestry may hold the key to
getting into the underworld of the gods. With the Balam queens at her side, Nia journeys through the midwest of Native American
tribal lands where the doorway to her ancestral home may lie just below the surface of the Serpent Mound. There the Mohegan,
the wolf shifters of the north, are not the only ones who stand in her way. Tres is losing his patience with her quest to save Zane.
And someone is destroying the ancient mounds and blocking her path to the underworld. As time runs out, Nia must find a way
into the underworld or another of her kind will die. And this time, that person could be her… Get this hot urban fantasy featuring
spine-tingling adventure, twists on historical mysteries, and thrilling romance, where Tomb Raider meets Indiana Jones—and they
live forever!
I knew the break-up rules. Don’t try to be friends. Don’t let him in after midnight. And most importantly, don’t seek revenge. Pfft,
I’m about to break all those rules starting with that bit about revenge. Loren Van Alst, the newly knighted Dame Galahad, has a
bone to pick with her ex Leonidas Baros. The last she saw him, he left her for dead at the hands of the Titan gods, so revenge is a
definite possibility. The two are reunited when Loren goes on her first knightly quest—to seek out the famed Ring of Gyges, which
grants its user invincibility. Leonidas wants the ring as well, and they both enter a supernatural fight club held by a deranged fairy,
where the ring is the prize. Now face to face with her ex-lover, Loren is torn between keeping the ring out of the wrong hands and
using it to help Leonidas escape from the clutches of the Greek gods. He claims he never betrayed her, but even if that’s true,
he’s still a threat to her heart. If she doesn’t get him out of her system and return with the ring, her future as a knight just might be
in jeopardy. Urban fantasy steps into the gladiators’ arena in this modern day, action-packed, calamitous series of misadventures.
Environmental Problems in America's Garden of Eden
First Knight
Consisting of Five Parts ... The Whole Extracted from the Best Ancient and Modern Writers, But Chiefly from the Works of Such,
as Have Been Reputed the Most Able Divines ...
A Collection of Voyages and Travels, Consisting of Authentic Writers in Our Own Tongue,... And Continued with Others of Note,
that Have Published Histories, Voyages,... Relating to Any Part of the Continent of Asia, Africa, America, Europe,... And with a
Great Variety of Cuts, Prospects, Ruins, Maps, and Charts. Compiled from the Curious and Valuable Library of the Late Earl of
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Oxford,...
The Freewill Baptist Quarterly
The Historie of the World

Eden's GardenThose Johnson Girls
Every BFF knows thou shalt not covet thy bestie’s ex. Even if he’s burn your bra handsome and doggone dirty rich and
vulnerable because your best friend just broke his heart. Fresh off two successful quests, Loren Van Alst returns home to Camelot
to find out that her best friend Nia has gone missing. And the only one who can help is Nia’s ex Tres, still reeling from being
dumped. To save her BFF, Loren will have to bring Tres to the realms of the Norse gods in search of the Hammer of God, which
can help her find Nia. With sea gods trying to sink her chances, a trickster god trying to take her head, a thunder god trying to
steal her heart, and Valkyrie huntresses on her trail, Loren has her hands full. Which is good, because that’ll help her keep them
off a certain Broody Billionaire who’s off limits. Urban fantasy takes a hammer to the nine realms in this modern day, actionpacked, calamitous series of misadventures.
In Fife Books
The Bible cyclopædia: or, Illustrations of the civil and natural history of the sacred writings [ed. by W. Goodhugh, completed by
W.C. Taylor].
The New American Encyclopaedia
A Collection of Voyages and Travels
The History of the World
Consisting of Authentic Writers in Our Own Tongue, which Have Not Before Been Collected in English, Or Have Only Been
Abridged in Other Collections. And Continued with Others of Note, that Have Published Histories, Voyages, Travels, Journals Or
Discoveries in Other Nations and Languages, Relating to Any Part of the Continent of Asia, Africa, America, Europe, of the
Islands Thereof, from the Earliest Account to the Present Time, Digested According to the Parts of the World, to which They
Particularly Relate with Historical Introductions to Each Account, where Thought Necessary, Containing Either the Lives of
Their Authors, Or what Else Could be Discovered and was Supposed Capable of Entertaining and Informing the Curious Reader.
And with Great Variety of Cuts, Prospects, Ruins, Maps, and Charts

She was no damsel but he rescued her anyway. You can never go home again… Viviane Veracruz is on her way home from
university with a degree in one hand…and a baby in her belly. Desperate to escape the judgement of her family, she accepts a
sexy stranger’s offer to pose as the father for a few days. The plan is for him to run off leaving her family none the wiser. But the
longer Pierce Alcede stays, the more she can’t let him go. Home is where the heart is… Pierce Alcede has finally come to terms
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with the fact that he is a lone wolf, prone to roam the wilderness alone and never settle down with a family of his own. When he
meets a pregnant woman in need, he thinks nothing of stepping in to take the brunt of her family’s ire. But somewhere between
working on the Veracruz Ranch by day and climbing into Viviane’s bed at night, Pierce forgets to run away. Can a woman
searching for a place to belong find a home with a man who lives to roam? Each book in the Moonkind series is a standalone and
can be enjoyed in any order. Moonlight is the second in a paranormal romance series full of alpha men and the strong, capable
women that bend them to their knees. If you like a touch of magic in your romance novels, then you’ll love the witches, fairies, and
wolves in the dystopian world of the moonkind. Buy Ines Johnson’s Moonlight today and find yourself caught in the moonglow of
this paranormal romance filled with instalove gone hilariously wrong, overbearing families who’ll warm your heart, and the
sensuous heat that only happens between fated mates.
Sure, I can rock a tank top and ponytail while collecting ancient relics, but don’t call me a tomb raider. I knew the guy who built the
pyramids… and I mean in the biblical sense. Archaeologist, fashionista, and an ancient immortal with a serious memory problem,
Dr. Nia Rivers has spent the last few centuries filling in the blanks of her past, all while outrunning dark assassins and stealing
brief moments alone with Zane, her immortal lover. But when a two-thousand year old relic from her past resurfaces, Nia isn't sure
if the story connected to it is one she wants told to the world. The fact that Tres Mohandis, a fellow immortal and Nia’s greatest
rival, is determined to develop the land and bury the site before Nia can excavate it suggests some dark history lies hidden in the
site. Worse, Nia is beginning to realize that she doesn’t dislike the broody billionaire land developer as much as she remembers.
Letting Tres have his way might be best for Nia, especially when the truth might expose a horrific crime from Nia's past—one with
her name written all over it. But don’t all stories deserve to be told? Even the ugliest ones. Even if it proves she’s not at all who she
thinks she is. Get this hot urban fantasy featuring spine-tingling adventure, twists on historical mysteries, and thrilling romance,
where Tomb Raider meets Indiana Jones—and they live forever!
Moonlight
Moonfall
Eden's Garden
The Youth's Companion
Paradise Lost. A Poem, in Twelve Books. The Author John Milton. Volume the First [-the Second]
A Complete Body of Divinity

Falling in love is the sweetest revenge. Certain that love and passion are fickle, Rhetta is content to settle for the sensible proposal
of her mild-mannered boyfriend. Unfortunately, the rift between her fiancé and his estranged brother threatens their impending
nuptials. When she agrees to reach out to her future brother-in-law, Rhetta has no idea he'll be her worst nightmare. The
passionate, irrational alpha wolf isn’t interested in healing old wounds with his brother. He’s intent on taking a bite out of Rhetta.
Rory has wanted revenge since his brother caused the crippling
injury that led his own fiancée to reject him. What better way to get
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payback than by seducing the bossy, managing woman his brother is set to marry? He’s certain such a prim and proper prude will be
easy to get in his bed. What he doesn’t count on is the forbidden kiss that assures him she’s the true mate to his soul. Now Rory
needs to convince Rhetta to do something wild--and choose him over his brother. Each book in the Moonkind series is a standalone
and can be enjoyed in any order. Moonfall is the third in a paranormal romance series full of alpha men and the strong, capable
women that bend them to their knees. If you like a touch of magic in your romance novels, then you’ll love the witches, fairies, and
wolves in the dystopian world of the moonkind. Buy Ines Johnson’s Moonfall today and find yourself caught in the moonglow of
this paranormal romance filled with instalove gone hilariously wrong, overbearing families who’ll warm your heart, and the
sensuous heat that only happens between fated mates.
The love of my life has betrayed me. A past love I forgot has returned. And they both want me back. So, what do I do? Run off to
solve a brand-new ancient mystery, of course! Nia Rivers knows better than anyone that immortality comes at a terrible cost. After
all, she’s lost entire centuries—and a past relationship—from her memory. So when she hears the Greek gods have found a way to
give eternal life to mortals, she heads to Athens to investigate the rumors of a cult of Demeter. What she finds are clues that
suggest her own past is entwined in the rituals. Now, with the help of her bestie Loren, Nia must once again unearth the truth. Are
the Olympians the villains of this chapter in history or the benevolent benefactors they claim to be? Her anguish over Zane’s
betrayal and her conflicting feelings for Tres prove a painful distraction. But if Nia can't get her head in the game, the Titans will
rise again, and the souls of all humans on Earth will be at risk… And that’s a little more important than Nia’s love life. For now, at
least. Get this hot urban fantasy featuring spine-tingling adventure, twists on historical mysteries, and thrilling romance, where
Tomb Raider meets Indiana Jones—and they live forever!
The History of the Old and New Testament ... Translated ... by several hands J. Coughen, J. Raynor, etc. : supervised ... by Dr.
Horneck ... The second edition corrected and enlarged
Demeter's Tablet
Ring of Gyges
Annotations Upon the Holy Bible
Between Heaven and Earth
The New American Cyclopædia
This anthology examines Love's Labours Lost from a variety of perspectives and through a wide range of
materials. Selections discuss the play in terms of historical context, dating, and sources; character analysis;
comic elements and verbal conceits; evidence of authorship; performance analysis; and feminist
interpretations. Alongside theater reviews, production photographs, and critical commentary, the volume also
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includes essays written by practicing theater artists who have worked on the play. An index by name, literary
work, and concept rounds out this valuable resource.
I thought death was the end of my life. As it turns out, I’ll battle heaven itself to get back to the living—and to
the man I love. When Nia Rivers sacrificed herself to keep any other immortals from dying, she assumed her
long life had finally come to an end. But death is only the beginning, and for an adventurer like Nia, there is no
rest—not even in the afterlife. Now, Nia finds herself in the underworld’s Garden of Eden, and all is not well in
paradise. Angels urge the eradication of humanity for its crimes, and as those on Earth continue to commit
heinous acts affecting all of creation, God seems less inclined to say no with every passing day. Humanity’s
future looks bleak, but Nia and her friends are accustomed to preventing genocide. Now it’s up to them to stop
the Apocalypse itself. But first, they’ll have to find a way to claw their way back to the surface and rejoin the
world of the living. Of course, that might involve fighting an army of angels and defying God herself. No one
ever said coming back from the dead would be easy…but if Nia doesn’t get back to Earth soon, there won’t be
anything left to return to. Get this hot urban fantasy featuring spine-tingling adventure, twists on historical
mysteries, and thrilling romance, where Tomb Raider meets Indiana Jones—and they live forever!
Hammer of God
An Illustrated Weekly Paper for Young People and the Family
Serpent Mound
Or, Illustrations of the Civil and Natural History of the Sacred Writings, by Reference to the Manners, Customs,
Rites, Traditions, Antiquities, and Literature of Eastern Nations
The History of the World, in Five Books
The Bible Cyclopedia
Chivalrous? Nah. Virtuous? Not since…well, none of your business. The difference between me and the
Knights of the Round Table? I make medieval look good. Loren Van Alst is an independent, twentyfirst-century woman, an accused forger, a suspected thief, and the last descendant of Sir Galahad of
the Arthurian court. To claim her seat at the Round Table and protect her newly found family of
modern-day witches, she’ll need to convince the current Arthur and his knights to let a woman take
the knights’ trials. But things go sideways when a crazed wizard goes on the loose with a magical
spear that can strip a witch of her powers. As if that weren’t enough, the clique of mean girls from
middle school arrives in Camelot and turn out to be witch hunters. To safeguard a future she never
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knew she wanted, Loren will have to evade the hunters, defeat the wizard, capture the spear, and pass
her trials. No one ever said becoming a kick-ass heroine would be easy! Urban fantasy goes medieval
in this modern day, action-packed, calamitous series of misadventures. 1-Click now to be apart of the
journey.
This Alpha's gonna take a bite out of his brother's fake fiancée. Sheltered Lucia is determined to find
a new life and love. No wonder she falls for the first guy to flash her a wolfish smile her first day in the
big city. After rescuing the charming shifter from certain death, she's sure he feels the same way
about her, and will tell her so — just as soon as he wakes up from his coma. To stay by her instalove’s
side in the hospital, Lucia pretends she's his bonded mate. This twist of the truth takes a turn when
she meets her fake fiancé’s sexy older brother and wonders if she was a bit too hasty in declaring loveat-first-sight the first time. For months, Jackson has sensed that his fated mate was near. When he
enters his brother's hospital room, he instantly pounces on the beautiful, curvaceous woman there.
He’s ready to mark her as his own until he discovers his brother may have gotten there first. The more
Jackson gets to know Lucia, the more his doubts about the engagement grow. She has nothing in
common with his wayward, lone wolf brother. But she sure does check every one of Jackson's boxes.
Lucia longs to explore her feelings for Jackson, but how can she turn her back on the comatose wolf
she lied about being engaged to? Jackson's fighting a losing battle with his wolf to claim the woman
who should be his. When he finds proof that Lucia isn't who she claims to be, can he still trust her
with his heart? And what will happen when his brother, her fake-mate, wakes up? Moonrise is the first
in a paranormal romance series full of alpha men and the strong, capable women that bend them to
their knees. If you like a touch of magic in your romance novels, then you’ll love the witches, fairies,
and wolves in the dystopian world of the moonkind. Buy Ines Johnson’s Moonrise today and find
yourself caught in the moonglow of this paranormal romance filled with instalove gone hilariously
wrong, overbearing families who’ll warm your heart, and the sensuous heat that only happens between
fated mates.
A Poem In Twelve Books
Scripture Geography; Or, A Companion to the Bible
Templar Scrolls
Moonrise
A cyclopædia of biblical geography, biography, natural history, and general knowledge, by J. Lawson
and J.M. Wilson
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King Arthur has never been hotter in this steamy, magical, modern-day adventure of witches, wizards, and
Bunsen burners! As the Lord of Camelot, it is Arthur's responsibility to protect the witches, wizards, and
knights in the castle. But one witch in particular gets under his skin like no other. Morgan never listens, is
difficult to control, and impossible to keep off his mind. With pressure mounting for him to take a wife, he sets
his sights on a suitable Lady of the Castle. Someone agreeable, demure, and sophisticated. Definitely not a hotheaded scientist who always insists on getting her own way. Once upon a time, Morgan’s powerful intellect was
rivaled only by the strength of her magic. But now that her powers have been ripped away, she’s determined to
follow her dream of joining a physics research team at the local university. Too bad Camelot is on lock down
and the impossible leader of the Round Table is dead set on bringing back the dark ages where witches are
concerned. Morgan refuses to bow to the outdated beliefs of her people—she’s a modern woman and won’t be
ruled by a man, even if he is sexy and scruffy and good with his sword. When Arthur and Morgan are forced to
reevaluate their feelings for one another, will they continue the fabled rivalry of their namesake ancestors? Or
will this noble knight and liberated witch discover a happy ending to their age old story? First Knight is the
first in a series of modern day retellings of the myths and lore of Camelot. If you like fierce knights who would
lay down their lives for their brothers and lose their hearts for their women, then you’ll love the Knights of
Caerleon.
After a helluva kiss from my ex-lover and my ex-boyfriend’s decision to ‘take a break,’ I’ve decided to swear off
all men. So of course I end up in Camelot surrounded by the sexiest knights in all of history. When an ancient
relic of Camelot goes missing, who do Arthur and his knights call? Nia Rivers, ancient immortal and
archaeologist extraordinaire, of course. Though the last time Nia was in Camelot, she kinda got herself
banned. But this time, if she’ll help him recover the Holy Grail, Arthur will let Nia's past breaches of his castle,
theft attempts, and a certain debacle with his sword be bygones. But the grail is more than just an historical
artifact, Nia learns. It’s connected to a prophecy that may spell doom for her kind—and worse, could lead to
the death of an immortal Nia loves. As enemies from the past resurface at every turn, Nia and the knights face
off against their foes in a race against time to track down the one item that could destroy everything Nia holds
most dear. But when she lands in danger and cries out for help, which lover will she turn to? Tres who’s trying
to start something new with her? Or Zane who might have called it quits on their timeless love affair? Get this
hot urban fantasy featuring spine-tingling adventure, twists on historical mysteries, and thrilling romance,
where Tomb Raider meets Indiana Jones—and they live forever!
In Five Bookes ...
Wherein the Sacred Text is Inserted, and Various Readings Annexed, Together with the Parallel Scriptures ...
Divine Presence and Absence in the Book of Ezekiel
Being a Geographical and Historical Account of the Places Mentioned in the Holy Scriptures ...
Imago Mvndi
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The New American Cyclopaedia
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